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Magnetic dashboard car holder Joyroom JR-ZS356

Joyroom JR-ZS356 Magnetic Car Dashboard Mount
The JR-ZS356 is a magnetic phone holder with a weight capacity of 4kg, ensuring a secure hold for your attached phone or small tablet.
The  soft  silicone  coating  prevents  any  scratches  from appearing  on  your  device  during  usage.  The  flexible  base  and  strong  adhesion
positively impact its stability and the force with which it clings to the dashboard's surface. You can position your devices on the holder at
various angles to ensure optimal visibility and usage comfort.
 
Soft Silicone Coating
The silicone coating that covers this holder is another beneficial feature of the product. The soft texture of the silicone ensures that using
the holder won't leave any marks or damages on your device. This practical protection helps maintain your device's aesthetics.
 
Flexibility and Adhesion
Exceptional flexibility in the holder's base and high adhesion are key features influencing its stability and certainty of attachment to the
dashboard's surface. Regardless of road conditions, the holder remains secure, providing reliable support for your device.
 
Great Versatility
The JR-ZS356 also offers the freedom to choose the viewing angle. Thanks to its adaptable design, you can adjust the holder to different
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angles, ensuring optimal visibility and user comfort. This practical and functional solution makes using your phone while driving easier.
 
Package Contents
Phone holder
Metal plate x 2
Transparent sticker x 2
Cleaning cloth x 1
Brand
Joyroom
Model
JR-ZS356
Color
Black
Material
ABS+PC
Weight
60g
Dimensions
45 x 45 x 60mm
Compatible Devices
4-7 inches

Preço:

€ 6.40

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Phone mounts
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